PROFESSIONAL INPUTING DEVICES / POINTING DEVICES MANUFACTURER

STAINLESS STEEL KEYBOARD
STAINLESS STEEL KEYPAD
INDUSTRIAL SILICONE KEYBOARD
MILITARY SILICONE KEYBOARD
MEDICAL SILICONE KEYBOARD
MEDICAL GLASS KEYBOARD
INDUSTRIAL MEMBRANE KEYBOARD/KEYPAD
INDUSRIAL PLASTIC KEYBOARD
VANDAL PROOF PUBLIC PHONE SET
INDUSTRIAL ACCESSORIES (PUSH BOTTON)
POINTING DEVICES (TRACKBALL/TOUCHPAD/MOUSE BUTTON/JOYSTICK)

WHO ARE WE
Mate Technology Shenzhen Limited is established in 2013 and focus on professional computer peripherals for most
Industrial, Medical applications. We dedicate to serve clients with our rich experience and profession of know-how,
strong control of quality and innovation on our products. Products range from:







STAINLESS STEEL KEYBOARD/STAINLESS STEEL KEYPAD
INDUSTRIAL/MILITARY/MEDICAL SILICONE KEYBOARD
INDUSTRIAL/MEDICAL GLASS KEYBOARD
INDUSTRIAL MEMBRANE KEYBOARD/KEYPAD
INDUSRIAL PLASTIC KEYBOARD
VANDAL PROOF PUBLIC PHONE SET

Client satisfaction is our main goal. We provide flexible, cost-effective solutions for demanding applications by rapid
service. We will work closely with our clients from 0 to 1 and listen to all their thoughts throughout the whole case
from concept to production. Whatever your requirements, we will make sure everything is in sight with the highest
level of accuracy.
Made by professional, made by Mate Technology.

High Waterproof Grade

24/7 Online Supports

Customization Service

Reliable Quality and
Standards

Certification

SCAN TO REVIEW OUR WEBSITE

Aftersales Service with
Guarantee

STAINLESS STEEL KEYBOARDS
Stainless steel keyboards and keypads are used in wide range of applications. Stainless steel keyboards are
vandal-proof, ideal for unsupervised public areas, heavy industries and engineering, kiosks, vending machines,
terminals etc.
Mate’s steel keyboards/keypads are designed for use in harsh industrial environments against liquid, dust.
It can be combined with trackball, with touchpad which are all sealed up to IP65/IP67/IP68.
Support OEM/ODM with factory price. Rapid completion and prompt delivery. Fully tested prior to shipment.
TOP RATED MODELS

MKA-64

MKA-65-BBF

MKA-65-B

MKA-66-B

MKA-106-BNM

MKA-104-PN

STAINLESS STEEL KEYPADS
Stainless steel keypads are used in wide range of applications. Stainless steel keypads are vandal-proof, ideal for
unsupervised public areas, heavy industries and engineering, kiosks, vending machines, terminals etc.
The use of stainless steel for the various parts ensures the best resistance in salty or greasy environments.
Mate’s keypads are designed to be used in harsh working environments.
IP65/IP67/IP68 seamless for outdoor applications with water-tight gasket included for easy tighten with cabinet.
Support OEM/ODM with factory price. Rapid completion and prompt delivery. Fully tested prior to shipment.
TOP RATED MODELS

MKA-34NL

MKA-44N

MKA-50N

MKA-35NL

MKA-16-NLMX

MKA-44N-VFD

MKA-44-N01

MKA-45N

INDUSTRIAL POINTERS
Choosing the right pointer will definitely make the job easier.
There are various of pointers in the market which can be divided into Touchpad, trackball, mouse button (force sensing
resistor), joy stick etc. Each element has its own features — Trackball is vandal-proof and easy to use; Touchpad is a
popular choice that can easily be wiped clean; Mouse button is a fully sealed pointer that functions similar to a
joystick.
We support OEM/ODM with factory price. Rapid completion and prompt delivery. Fully tested prior to shipment.
TOP RATED MODELS

MKA-01B

MKA-01-BT

MKA-01P

MKA-03P

MKA-01-bt

MKA-

MKA-04-PM
MKA-02-BM
MKA-02-BMMKA=02-BM

MKB-1-FS

MKF - TRACKBALL MODULE (19/25/36/38/50)

MKB-1-O

INDUSTRIAL/MEDICAL/MILITARY SILICONE KEYBOARDS
Mate’s silicone keyboards are mainly designed for use in harsh industrial environments, greasy workstations and
Medical, Pharmacy, Hospital etc.
Our medigenic medical keyboard is fully sealed to ensure easy and effective cleaning. It can be outfitted with backlight
as well as mouse like touchpad. Antimicrobial keyboard with touchpad included is the most popular choice for Mate’s
clients.
Easy wipe clean, excellent typing making it perfect for any oil, greasy, medical, Courts, Dental applications.
Support OEM/ODM with factory price. Rapid completion and prompt delivery. Fully tested prior to shipment.
TOP RATED MODELS

MKB-85-LM

MKB-88

MKB-88-PL

MKB-122-NLM

MKB-113-FSN

MKB-111-NM

INDUSTRIAL/MEDICAL GLASS KEYBOARDS
Mate’s Glass keyboards are mainly designed for use in harsh industrial environments, greasy workstations and
Medical, Pharmacy, Hospital etc. All our glass keyboards are fully sealed to ensure easy and effective cleaning.
Antimicrobial keyboard with touchpad included is the most popular choice for Mate’s clients.
Glass keyboard it is a new touch solution. Elegance, robust and user-friendliness.
There are multiple ready to use mobile models. Sensitivity controls or acoustic feedback signals.
With complete layout (alphanumeric), various country graphic available.
It can also be designed into different colors same as color schemes, pantone.
TOP RATED MODELS

MKE-01

MKE-02

MKE-03

INDUSTRIAL MEMBRANE KEYBOARDS
Mate's membrane keyboards are with ultra flat surface which is almost the same height with cut out panel.
It can be designed into different colors like white, black, grey or others.
Foil-covered keyboard is with flat snap domes and can be effectively cleaned. It can be chosen from flush mount as
well as desk top method. It can also be selected from basic typing area type, alphanumeric type or integrated with
mouse(trackball/touchpad).
Robust, flat, space-saving, easy cleaning and disinfecting are the advantages of it. Suitable for all types of application
especially greasy working environment, e.g. food processing, beverage etc.
TOP RATED MODELS

MKC-67-P

MKC-85-B

MKC-105-N

MKC-88

CUSTOMIZATION PROJECTS
We have rich experiences in custom projects not only input devices but also other aluminum cases via CNC machines.
We will study and work from top to bottom. To accomplish as many requirements as possible by utilizing our current
technology and partnered up with contracted suppliers like raw materials, molds..etc. Support retrofitting from our
standard products or design and rebuild a brand new one. Just let us know your application and needs, and we’ll do
the rest then.
Process:








Communication and discussion about specific requirements
Turns into concept
Apply concept into 2D/3D drawing
3D printing the first sample
Run tests
Start production upon confirmation on sample(s)
Completed

Can be integrated with the following elements:
– Materials for the device including keys, plates or case
– Function keys from F1-F12 or F1-F24
– Individual numeric typing part
– Keyboard layout customizable
– Mouse ranging from touchpad, trackball, force sensing resistor, etc
– Mounting solution from movable desk top, panel mounted
– Cables and interfaces
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